To improve the tagged cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) image analysis, we propose a 3D (2D space + 1D time) energy minimization framework, based on learning first-and second-order visual appearance models from voxel intensities. The former model approximates the marginal empirical distribution of intensities with two linear combinations of discrete Gaussians (LCDG). The second-order model considers an image of a sample from a translation-rotation invariant 3D Markov-Gibbs random field (MGRF) with multiple pairwise spatiotemporal interactions within and between adjacent temporal frames. Abilities of the framework to accurately recover noise-corrupted strain slopes were experimentally evaluated and validated on 3D geometric phantoms and independently on in vivo data. In multiple noise and motion conditions, the proposed method outperformed comparative image filtering in restoring strain curves and reliably improved HARP strain tracking during the entirety of the cardiac cycle. According to these results, our framework can augment popular spectral domain techniques, such as HARP, by optimizing the spectral domain characteristics and thereby providing more reliable estimates of strain parameters.
Introduction
Tagged cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging is widely used for detailed and non-invasive visualization of myocardium motion/deformation, with a full spatial geometric concordance (1) . MR tagging places on body tissues a pre-defined pattern of virtual fiducial markers (tags) created by radiofrequency modulated magnetic spins (2) to complement traditional anatomical images with functional data from the tagged images, e.g., strain and strain rate in the heart (3) . Local diseases, such as coronary atherosclerosis, as well as global ones, e.g., heart failure and diabetes, result in wall contractile dysfunction that manifests itself on the tagged CMR images.
Spatial vs. spectral methods
Images have equivalent dual spatial and spectral (frequency) representations, related by Fourier transforms, the tagged MR image analysis exploiting both the domains (4) . Model-based or model-free spatial techniques estimate tissue motion and strain by identifying grid intersection points in a given image. Finite element analysis, employed typically to track actual pixels or voxels over a time series, is often computationally expensive due to required substantial image preprocessing and segmentation (5) . Spectral techniques exploring the magnitudes and phases of spectrum harmonics build a tissue motion field using motion-invariant phases of material points and information from magnitude. Spectral analysis has become popular due to fast and arguably more robust tracking of harmonics over the cardiac cycle than spatial pixel or voxel tracking (6) (7) (8) . Spatial processing proposed in this paper enhances the reliability of spectral analysis techniques, such as the popular Harmonic Phase (HARP).
HARP and spectral tracking
HARP computes phase images from the sinusoidal tagged MR images by band-pass filtering in the spectral domain (4, (6) (7) (8) , where smooth or sharp spatial transitions concentrate related information in central lobes or increase the number of the higher-order lobes, respectively. Due to duality, the spatial noise and corruption manifest themselves in the spectral domain, too. Noise in a spatial image can cause false phase values. For a time series, the corrupted reference time frame affects the subsequent frames (4, 9) . Spectral tracking assumes that points found in a tissue do not move substantially between two successive time frames (10) . High movement rates of the tissue, and/or a low temporal image resolution, and/or nonoptimal MR tag parameters increase data corruption and noise (2, 4) . The resulting spectral tracking failures often require manual identification and correction of mistracked points (11, 12) , although this can become time-inefficient over multiple frames that constitute the cardiac cycle.
Our goal is to modify spatial images for more reliable spectral tracking by reducing noise across a tag line, making tag edges less sharp, and amplifying tag-to-background contrast. Some prior works that improve the accuracy of the spectral tracking are discussed below.
Related work on improving tagged MR images
To directly improve the tagged CMR images in the spatial domain, Yang and Murase (13) explored impacts of histogram modification and local contrast enhancement on the tag-tobackground contrast and automatic segmentation of left ventricle in 2D tagged MR images. The amplified contrast made the tag grid lines appear sharper and mostly unbroken. Filtering was added then before the histogram equalization (14) . Although the spatial tracking has been improved to some extent, the increased spectral noise due to sharper lines was able to hamper spectral tracking techniques, such as the HARP. Complex band-pass filtering by Yuan et al. (15) using wavelet decomposition was computationally inefficient and also sharpened edges of tags, limiting the spectral analysis. Li (16) used intensity thresholds and template matching to classify tag and background points in the image. However, the expert knowledge was required to construct the tag templates (masks). Li and Yu (9) attempted to improve tag characteristics only on the initial frame of a time series.
Related work on direct HARP modification
Khalifa et al. (17) modified components of an active contour with the HARP, rather than increased the image quality. Several other HARP modifications have been proposed in (2, 10, 18, 19) .
Modeling 3D image appearance
Our framework refines the spatial MR images to optimize their traditional spectral analysis, such as HARP, by reducing the noise across a tag line and sharpness of the tag edges. The refinement slightly improves the tag-to-background contrast, too.
For this purpose, a special 3D energy function, which accounts for both the noise and contrast, is derived using the probabilistic first-and second-order models of visual appearance of the tagged CMR images. The first-order model approximates marginal probability distributions of the voxelwise tag and background signals with the LCDGs to initially classify the signals. Then the second-order MGRF model with analytically learned multiple pairwise spatiotemporal (in-plane space/time) signal interactions facilitates the accurate final tag/ background separation. Fig. 1 and Algorithm 1 detail processing steps of the proposed novel stochastic framework applying an energy minimization principle to optimize spectral representations of the tagged cardiac MR images and improve current spectral tracking methods. Unlike other generalized MR image restoration frameworks, such as those developed by Raj et al. (20, 21) , our approach requires no prior information. Also, due to its modularity, the images are refined directly, thereby permitting to use existing commercial packages. Simultaneous noise removal and MR tagging optimizations tend also to the spatial domain smoothing that further favorably differentiates our framework from those that restore all image characteristics (21).
Methods

Visual appearance modeling
The appearance of a tagged CMR image is described with two probabilistic models: a first-order LCDG and a second-order generic translation-rotation invariant central-symmetric MGRF with voxel-wise and multiple characteristic pairwise voxel dependencies. The MGRF potentials for the interdependent voxel pairs are functions of signal differences.
Basic notation
Let R ¼ ðx; y; tÞ : x ¼ 0; . . . ; X À 1; y ¼ 0; . . . ; Y À 1; t ¼ 0; . . . ; ½ T À 1 be a finite 3D spatiotemporal lattice of size R ¼ XYT with two planar, ðx; yÞ, and one temporal, t, coordinates of voxels r ¼ ðx; y; tÞ. Let Q ¼ f0; . . . ; Q À 1g be a finite set of voxel-wise signals -gray levels, or intensities. The lattice R supports 3D CMR images g ¼ gðrÞ : r 2 R; gðrÞ 2 Q ½ , being each a series of 2D planar cross-sections, taken at successive time instants. where K p ; K p P 2, and K n ; K n P 2 are total numbers of the positive and negative DGs. The non-negative weights w ¼ w p:k : k ¼ 1; . . . ; K p ; w n:l : l ¼ 1; . . . ; K n Â Ã meet the obvious common constraint P Kp k¼1 w p:k À P Kn l¼1 w n:l ¼ 1. The subordinate DGs closely approximate deviations of the empirical distribution from the conventional mixture of the dominant positive DGs.
The first-order appearance model: LCDG
This first-order LCDG model is built and separated into the two LCDG sub-models for the tag lines and their background, respectively, with Expectation-Maximization (EM)-based techniques introduced previously in (23). The marginal signal distributions for the tagged MR images have two dominant modes -one mode for the tag lines and other for their background. Given the number K of the dominant DGs (here, K ¼ 2), the numbers K p À K and K n of the positive and negative subordinate DGs, respectively, as well as the weights w and parameters h (the means and variances) of all DGs are estimated first to produce an initial LCDG, closely approximating the empirical distribution. Then the weights and parameters of the two found dominant DGs and the found K p and K n subordinate DGs are refined with due account of their alternate signs. The refined LCDG P w;h is finally partitioned into the sub-models P vox:a ¼ P vox:a ðqÞ : q 2 Q ½ , one per class a 2 ftag; backgroundg, by associating the subordinate DGs with the dominant ones as to minimize the tag-tobackground misclassification rate. Fig. 2 illustrates basic steps of building both the LCDG sub-models after collecting the marginal empirical probability distribution of gray values for the input images:
(1) The obtained empirical marginal is approximated with a mixture of two positive DGs, relating each to the dominant mode. Step 1 (detailed in Algorithm 1) using both the first-and second-order appearance models. Then it is refined at Step 2 and analyzed at
Step 3 with the traditional HARP for computing the goal descriptive metrics.
(2) The absolute deviations between the empirical marginal and the estimated dominant mixture are approximated with the mixture of the scaled DGs and the latter is separated into the positive and negative subordinate DGs as described in (22, 23) . DGs are added to the dominant mixture. (4) The resulting mixed LCDG is refined to increase the approximation accuracy. (5) Finally, the refined LCDG is partitioned into the two LCDG sub-models, one per class, by relating the subordinate DGs to the proper dominant ones.
The second-order appearance model: MGRF
MGRFs (Markov random fields with Gibbs probability distributions) on rectangular lattices that have been widely used in image modeling since the 1980s (24-28) mostly assume translation-invariant conditional signal dependencies. A few models also have limited rotational invariance (commonly, the same pairwise dependencies between rotated at angular steps of 90 or 45 ).
To account for sizable local geometric deviations between relevant areas of successive CMR images, our framework describes a time series of images g with a more general Fig. 3 ). The neighborhood n t of the voxel r consists of the voxels r 0 , located at distances dðr; r 0 Þ from an indexed semiopen interval ½d t:min ; d t:max Þ; such that d tÀ1:max ¼ d t:min for t ¼ 2; . . . ; N. The distances are measured by the L2 norms of the coordinate offsets r 0 À r.
The tag intensity fades with T1, as the heart progresses through the cardiac cycle. Oriented filtering of a series of tagged images along the tag evolution in time has been previously used to account for the random noise and relative informational tag reliability in the images tracked (29) . Such a stack of 2D image planes, being built after scaling the DICOM images to unit values at successive temporal locations, forms an oriented 3D (2D space + time) volume of intensities to be modeled with the aforementioned second-order MGRF. Each index t in this model specifies a family of the neighboring voxel pairs, C m ¼ ðr; r 0 Þ f : r 0 À r 2 n m ; r; r 0 2 RÞ, which are considered second-order cliques of the neighborhood graph with nodes in the voxels. Fig. 3 exemplifies the nested spherical neighborhood system for the latter MGRF.
Cliques of each family C m support the same real-valued Gibbs potentials, which quantify this particular voxel interactions: V m jq À q 0 j ð Þ where q ¼ gðrÞ and q 0 ¼ gðr 0 Þ. The potential depends on absolute in-clique signal differences D jq À q 0 j 2 D ¼ f0; 1; . . . ; Q À 1g to account for possible local brightness, or signal offset deviations. For brevity, the potentials are represented below by the column vectors,
Such an MGRF has the Gibbs probability distribution (30):
where Z V is the normalizing factor (the partition function) depending on the first-and second-order potentials;
is the relative clique family size with respect to the lattice cardinality jRj ¼ XYT, i.e., the relative number of cliques in the family C m , and the vector-column
contains empirical probabilities f vox ðqjgÞ of signals q 2 Q in the voxels and scaled empirical probabilities f m ðDjgÞ of absolute signal differences D 2 D in the cliques from the family C m over the image g:
Here, the sublattice R q ðgÞ contains all the voxels r, such that gðrÞ ¼ q, and the subfamily C m:D ðgÞ contains all the pairwise cliques r; r 0 ð Þ of the family C m , such that jgðrÞ À gðr 0 Þj ¼ D. The maximum likelihood estimates of the potentials have analytical first approximations (30):
where the scaling factor k is also estimated analytically and f irf:vox ðqÞ ¼ 1 Q and f irf:dif ðDÞ are the probabilities of the voxel signal q and inter-voxel signal difference D, respectively, for an independent random field of equiprobable signals:
otherwise. The factor k can be omitted (i.e., set to k = 1) if only relative interaction energies are computed for the clique families in order to select the most characteristic ones. In order to account for the tag fading, an extra step beyond the formal MGRF modeling is performed, namely, the Gibbs potentials computed for the found characteristic neighborhood system are adjusted further by weighting them in the temporal direction. The selected empirically linearized weights are used to improve the tag reliability by preferring the information from the earlier tagged images, rather than from the faded ones. Fig. 3 Central-symmetric 3D neighborhoods for a particular spatiotemporal voxel indicated by the central red sphere: (a) ideal nested rotation-invariant continuous neighborhoods and (b) their actual lattice-wide realization in an acquired temporal stack of planar CMR cross-sections (the neighbors are indicated by yellow dots). The ''red-sphere" voxel of the 2D snapshot at the instant t interacts with its neighbors in the same, preceding, t À 1, and subsequent, t + 1, snapshots. By symmetry considerations, only the upper half of the voxel neighborhood is depicted.
Energy minimization as a stopping constraint
The tagged CMR image series, g, under consideration are modified by applying the voxel-wise Iterative Conditional Mode (ICM) relaxation to search for a closest local minimum of the Gibbs energy function for the second-order MGRF appearance model:
where the empirical probabilities F vox ðg 0 Þ and F m ðg 0 Þ are collected over each current tagged CMR image series g 0 .
To better classify each modified signal as either the tag or the background, the voxel signals are nudged additionally toward their most appropriate grouping by incrementing or decrementing by a small bias d. The latter was selected experimentally at 1.5% of the maximum gray value, in accord with the discriminant threshold determined from the LCDG submodels in Section 2.2. The larger the bias, the wider the tagto-background signal gap in the modified image series. While smaller biases may be useful to optimize gradually the tagsbackground separation, larger ones sharpen signal gradients and increase the overall spectral noise. Basic steps of the proposed image preprocessing are outlined in Algorithm 1. Our experiments used the following parameters: K ¼ 2; N ¼ 33; d m:min ¼ m À 1, and d m:max ¼ m. Step 1:
i. Find the empirical marginal probability distribution of image signals (gray values) by normalizing the signal histogram collected over a given tagged CMR time series, g, for the cardiac cycle.
ii. Closely approximate the found distribution using the LCDG model of Eq. (1) in Section 2.2 and partition the latter model into two LCDG sub-models of signals for the tag lines and the background.
iii. Determine the discriminant threshold, s, ensuring the best separation between the tag and background voxel signals.
Step 2:
iv. Estimate the first-and second-order potentials, V, and characteristic second-order neighborhoods n ¼ fn m : m ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng in the MGRF appearance model for the time series g, using Eq. (4) in Section 2.3.
v. Modify the time series g with the Iterative Conditional Mode (ICM) algorithm determining the seriesĝ corresponding to the closest local energy minimum for the MGRF model.
Step 3 (may be omitted if contrast enhancement is not desired or required in a set of images):
vi. Compare the modified voxel signals,ĝðrÞ; r 2 R; to the threshold, s, found at Step 2. iii, and nudge voxels that may be close to the tag line-background boundary by either adding a small fixed bias d to or subtracting it from the modified signals.
Validation
The ability of the proposed framework to restore the noisecorrupted strain curves had been experimentally tested and validated using both synthetic phantoms and in vivo data sets in the DICOM format. A commercial version of the HARP (Diagnosoft, Inc., Morrisville, NC, USA) was used to perform the strain analysis.
To evaluate the accuracy of recovering strain measurements, exemplified by strain curves, in all the tests the curves were measured with the HARP software for both the proposed and all the compared techniques. All analyses were done using the automated HARP processing pipeline.
Strain curve recovery
A full cardiac cycle strain curve is an important functional indicator in the cardiac strain analysis. The strain curve is characterized by well-defined cardiac performance indices, such as peak contraction and relaxation rate, and its accurate recovery is useful to measure physiologically meaningful effects of restoring noise-corrupted tagged MR images and the HARP reliability in tracking tag intersection points through the cardiac cycle. After our preprocessing, the CMR images are input to third-party software for band-pass filtering and automatic analysis using the commercial HARP (6-8). The circumferential full cardiac cycle strain curves are then derived from the tagged CMR images, along with the time required to process the data.
For evaluating the strain curve recovery, we defined the absolute total strain error (ATSE) and the absolute strain slope error (ASSE) metrics, measuring the accuracy of a recovered strain curve and of its systolic and diastolic peak slopes, respectively.
Let S obs ¼ fs obs:i : i ¼ 1; . . . ; mg and S ini ¼ fs ini:i : i ¼ 1; . . . ; mg denote a set of m data points, comprising the full cardiac cycle curve of the observed CMR time series to be analyzed, i.e., the noisy or processed observations, and their ground truth known for the initial data set (phantom), respectively. Then the ATSE is defined as follows:
The ATSE specifies the closeness of the observed strain curve to the ground truth.
The ASSE is defined as an absolute relative slope change in the noisy data with respect to the ground truth:
where SL obs and SL ini denote the slope (systolic or diastolic) of the observed data and the ground truth, respectively.
Synthetic phantoms
The phantoms were constructed in accord with a descriptive mathematical model accounting for physical features of the left ventricle (LV) and physiological LV responses as the heart progresses through the cardiac cycle (31, 32) . The model describes the LV deformation by mapping locations of each particular material LV point to a corresponding spatial point at a certain time instant during the cardiac cycle. The mapping performs a geometric transformation incorporating shearing, rotation, translation, torsion, and compression of the LV. Using this transformation, an inverse deformation map is calculated analytically to establish correspondences between two points at any two time instants for simulating tagged MR images. In brief, each phantom is built by transforming a generated geometric 3D LV model. Then, an image is formed by selecting an image plane that intersects the LV and assigning every point on the plane a gray value that depends on whether the point lies inside or outside the LV wall. Fig. 4 depicts an ideal phantom constructed using this model. In addition to computing the deformation, the phantom model also incorporates tag fading such that the tags fade based on the T1 and T2 decay as defined in (32) . To simulate different in vivo noise scenarios, our phantoms were corrupted using both a Rician distribution (33) and motion filters to simulate scanner noise and motion distortions, respectively.
The Rician distribution describes the actual tagged MR image noise more accurately than other statistical models (34) . Three levels of the Rician noise with r ¼ 1 and t ¼ 0:15; 0:25; 0:35 and two motion levels were used: the low level (L) with a 4-6-pixel variable motion filter and the high level (H) with an 8-12-pixel variable motion filter. Motion directions were selected at random. The noise levels were selected to accurately represent typical noise, being observed in acquisitions in different MR imaging environments. The motion levels were selected to represent small (still-laying patient) or larger natural movements during acquisition. To investigate the recovery behavior under the different scenarios, our tests have been performed at the different noise combinations, each test being run 20 times for each noise distribution. In all the tests the preprocessed images were analyzed using the automated third-party HARP software.
Comparison to other techniques
The proposed framework primarily performs image filtering and does not employ intricate image processing method, such as deformable models, to restore and replace missing and broken tag lines. Therefore, it is most appropriate to compare it against other filters, rather than complex HARP restoration methods that do not function as filters. We examined the performance of the nine filters: our framework with the radius of 0.5 (MGRF3 in the subsequent tables) and radius of 1 (MGRF5); the low-pass filter (35) with the 3 Â 3 (Low3) and 5 Â 5 (Low5) window; the median filter (36) with the 3 Â 3 (Med3) and 5 Â 5 (Med5) window; the Gabor filter (Gabor) (37, 38) , and the spectral (Spectral) and binary spectral filters (SpecBin) (39, 40) .
To form the noisy phantoms, the images were corrupted with four levels of independent noise having the Rician distribution (33) with parameters r ¼ 1 and t ¼ 0:15; 0:25; 0:35. The chosen distribution describes the actual tagged MR image noise more accurately than other statistical models (34) . The original phantom corrupted with t ¼ 0:35 and preprocessing results are shown in Fig. 4 .
We also compare the results against the state-of-the-art and publicly available tagged MR tracking, namely the InTag Cardiac MRI tagging analysis toolbox (https://www.creatis. insa-lyon.fr/inTag/) (41-43), a commercial plugin for the OsiriX Imaging Software platform. The InTag processing was performed using the software-optimized default parameters and settings.
Clinical imaging
We examined 20 in vivo data sets of the tagged cardiac MR images, acquired by breath hold 1-1 SPAMM imaging in the cardiac short axis plane at basal, mid, and apical levels using a 1.5-T Siemens Espree scanner and phased-array cardiac coil reception with the maximum gradient amplitude of 33 mT m and maximum slew rate of 100 mT sÁm . An ECG-triggered segmented k-space fast gradient echo sequence was performed with typical grid tag spacing of 10 mm; echo time of 4.0 ms; repetition time of 44.0 ms; flip angle of 14 degrees; voxel size of 1:48 Â 1:48 Â 10 mm 3 ; bandwidth of 184 Hz voxel ; 12-20 cardiac cycle frames, and typical total acquisition time of 15-20 s (the breath held imaging). The ground truth strain curves for examining in vivo images were drawn by an expert.
Results
Validation on synthetic phantoms
The phantom's ground truth strain curves over the cardiac cycle were used to determine the absolute total strain error (ATSE) and absolute strain slope error (ASSE) detailed in Section 2.5.1. As shown in Fig. 5 , the well-defined physiological morphology (the solid black line) of the strain curves, including manifesting peak systolic and diastolic slopes, is lost in the presence of noise. The morphology is recovered reliably after our pre-processing, whereas the comparative filters are much less reliable.
The ATSE and ASSE indices quantifying the strain curves morphologies and the recovery of strain slopes, respectively, are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . Our preprocessing produces the best results. Fig. 4 Simulated slice (a) of the original MR tagged phantom (squares of tag intersection grids localize material points); its corruption (b) with a medium-level Rician noise and a high-level motion, and the preprocessed phantom (c). The Rician noise makes the tag profile across a given grid less uniform.
Validation on in vivo data
A ground truth strain curve for examining in vivo images was manually constructed by an expert who selected points on tagged MR images over the cardiac cycle. The strain is then computed by tracking these manually placed points. Fig. 6 and Table 3 present both qualitatively and quantitatively the experimental strain curve recovery results for a representative in vivo data set (see Fig. 7 ).
Computational efficiency
We estimated additional time for our preprocessing in a durational context of manual corrections of mistracked tag intersection points based on the HARP image analysis. To process an in vivo set of 12 frames of 256 Â 256 DICOM images over the cardiac cycle, an expert spent on the average 922 ±70 sec to correct for residual mistracked points across the 20 sets of the original HARP-processed data. After combining our data pre-processing with the HARP, it required only 334 AE41 sec to correct for the residual mistracked points, giving approximately 50% (or 5 min) reduction. The average time of our pre-processing for one 256 Â 256 DICOM image was 1.2 s, which amounts to about 14.4 s on the average for a typical data set of 12 CMR temporal frames over the cardiac cycle. Therefore, combining our preprocessing method with HARP increases the net cost efficiency of tracking the myocardial data.
Fig. 5
Full cardiac cycle strain curves for the original and noise-corrupted phantoms, as well as for each comparative filtering and processing method. Note the unreliable slope of the corrupted phantom's strain curve differing from the original phantom, while after our pre-processing the strain curve is notably closer to the ground truth.
Discussion
Strain curve recovery index
In terms of the ATSE and ASSE performance metrics, the proposed preprocessing is consistently more reliable than any other filtering technique that took part in our experimental comparisons. In the cases of lower motion the median and low pass filters provided modest improvements; however, their performance during diastole considerably degraded. The spectral filter performed the best among all other filters selected for these comparisons. In several, primarily low-motion scenarios its performance during the systolic phase was similar to our preprocessing. However, just as all other compared techniques, the spectral filter could not adequately restore the images during the diastolic phase. The Gabor filtering is often incorporated alongside more complex methods (deformable models), but by itself it produces inadequate results.
As compared to the InTag Cardiac MRI tagging analysis toolbox (41) (42) (43) , our approach performed more consistently.
Similar to the other filters, it met with difficulties in the cases of high noise and motion. But in total the proposed framework has been more reliable in a wide range of noise and motion scenarios. In part it benefits largely from incorporating in the MGRF model the temporal information, which is not used by the conventional filters. Additionally, the conventional filtering treats all the image voxels uniformly, whereas our LCDG-based first-order modeling allows for more accurate voxel classification into a tag line or background to modify their signals accordingly.
In the in vivo data, our approach shows the overall best strain curve recovery, including the slopes, albeit less dramatic than in the phantom data.
Limitations
Although our preprocessing consistently outperforms the conventional filtering in terms of the metrics examined, its performance gets worse with the growing noise level and thus, in principle, should considerably deteriorate under a very high Fig. 6 Full cardiac cycle strain curves representing the expert-determined ground truth, the original data, our preprocessing, and best performing low-pass filtering for the representative in vivo data set. The Gabor filter is not shown due to its poor accuracy (its data graph hinders viewing other results). While the difference is not as dramatic as in the phantoms, the proposed preprocessing demonstrates the most accurate recovery of the ground truth strain curve. The ATSE and ASSE in Table 3 support these graphical results quantitatively. 210  200  240  170  72  Low3  20  29  47  20  100  43  34  Low5  20  25  230  41  270  120  120  Med3  28  19  380  25  120  120  160  Med5  26  14  170  23  180  83  85  Gabor  310  390  1100  550  1100  690  380  Spectral  24  11  16  23  31  21  7.8  SpecBin  158  90  75  24  59  81  49 noise. Nonetheless, no typical real patient data set in our study demonstrated too high levels of the observed intrinsic noise, suggesting that the proposed framework could be reasonably adequate for clinical applications. It is also important to note that an improved power spectrum and reduced spectral noise will blur the tags and decrease their contrast and sharpness in the spatial domain. While this trade-off is arguably beneficial for spectral analysis, it reduces visual quality of the images. As mentioned earlier, the proposed technique will also perform more advantageously on the in vivo data sets, which are acquired with advanced techniques, such as a high-order SPAMM (spatial modulation of magnetization) or DANTE (delay alternating with nutations for tailored excitation) that may lead to an increased number of multi-dimensional signal peaks.
All the analysis methods, including ours, should consider the acquired tag data quality, e.g., possible broken or missing tag lines in the initial temporal frames. However, our preprocessing cannot recover such missing information.
MGRF-based processing vs. conventional filtering
The traditional linear low-pass and nonlinear median filtering, along with many other simple moving-window transforms, treats each individual frame of the MRI time series independently and uniformly. Such filtering may lower noise in each frame, but also tends to lose information contained in the tagged image lines due to their excessive frame-wise smoothing. This loss of information affects the accuracy of tracking the tagged line via the MRI time series and hence leads to inaccurate estimates of the heart wall strain.
The main advantage of using our translation-and rotationinvariant MGRF model of tagged 3D MR images (tagged lines) is that its characteristic clique families and their potentials are learned analytically from the whole time series of images. As a result, the corrupted MR image is restored without excessive blurring of edges of the tagged line by searching for the closest local minimum of the learned Gibbs energy. Because transforming the corrupted image into the energy minimizer accounts for both the spatial and temporal signal dependencies, it is not necessarily uniform over each individual 2D MR frame.
Conclusion
The proposed preprocessing framework was examined in the context of augmenting existing techniques for strain computation from the tagged CMR images. Their spectral analysis, e.g., the HARP, exploiting symmetries in the spectral domain, is arguably of the highest computational efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to explicitly examine both the corresponding spatial and spectral factors that affect strain computations.
Unlike all the known techniques, our preprocessing is a separate front module, requiring no modification of the subsequent algorithms, such as HARP. In addition to being useful for restoring the HARP grid, it is also applicable to other types of spatiotemporal images that exhibit ''grid-like" patterns, e.g., with only horizontal or vertical lines, as well as their combinations. 
